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The idea of writing poetry from art (ekphrastic
poetry) has been around for a long time, so this is
nothing new in that reguard. But, perhaps a story of
how this began is in order.

4 Feathers

I have always enjoyed painting, sculpture, pottery,
and whatever else allowed me to use my hands. I
consider writing in the same way, somehow connected to art through my hands. My wife, Catherine,
knows this about me, and suggested I join a friend
of hers, Cindy, who was taking a class from Dawn
Sagar, a very accomplished and respected artist in the
area.
When I first joined the class, I tried to do what I
thought was expected of me, and painted with oils.
It wasn’t long before Dawn introduced me to other
ways to produce art. Her encouragement to experiment allowed me to do what felt right to me.

10 Splash

Abstracts have always fascinated me. And in playing
with that form, I couldn’t help but wonder what it
was that was trying to get out. I had the feeling that
something inside me was speaking through the work.
Many pieces later, I sat looking them over in my
office and a poem came to mind. That’s when I
thought that it would be a wonderful and enlightening experiment for me to try to “explain” each
abstract through words, which are my natural means
of expression and creativity.

16 The Fire of Battle

With these thoughts, I created this small booklet of
poems and abstracts. I don’t know if I’ve uncovered
any secrets into my soul, but I had a hell of a lot of
fun, and that’s worth its weight in gold.
-Terry
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Feathers
I must wait for them.
Air shoos them if I grab.
I hold still.
Soft is just a texture.
Let the heart and mind argue.
Train whistles are not so lonely.
Pepper tickles air into movement.
Leaves chatter with rumors.
The grass hibernates.
Deep feelings are blue and purple.
Grandmother died of not living.
Birds know the way home.
I was windowed before I was doored.
Does it always end this way?
Gifts cry out for freedom.
Columns hold things down.
The quill of the moment has arrived.
Forget everything I said.
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Altered States
Shadows stretch over
the geometric self
like a dark swath
of cold cloth.
Memory is lost
in images that run by
too quickly to call
attention to any one
in particular. Yet animal
guides growl from behind
rocks, slither
from tree branches.
Lost inside the mind,
five senses become ten,
sound feels like light,
any noticed thing
can lead the way.
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Path
It leads nowhere
and everywhere
without regret.
How many men
die with nothing
left to do?
Touch what is near
and hope its skin
is alive; pray
to sand and dirt,
to loam along
the forest floor. Crawl
home if you find
the wind won’t carry
the feathers of memory,
if the hammer
of sight blinds
you to the truth
of where you’re going.
Don’t let death
cut you short.
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Splash
Wine or water waits.
The leaf floats like a flower in wind.
Sunlight becomes red with envy.
The stone threatens.
Air coagulates into sound.
It’s as though everything living stops.
There is no answer good enough.
The mind is not like water or wine.
Leaves are not flowers.
No matter how yellow the sound, don’t go.
Suddenly, color is created from nothing.
Insects are carried away on hope.
Believe in the activity.
How can green burn so bright?
Take it all back.
Make the water’s reflection refresh.
There is only one thing left to do.
The universe started with a splash.
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Glimpses
I cannot find you in here,
but know your smell,
the way you wear your skin
at night. I fear you are
bleeding all over your blue
dress and don’t know what
to do to save you. You
are in here somewhere
waiting for me to come
to your rescue, come
to your side and take
your outstretched hand,
but I can’t find you
and am afraid you will disappear
from me and all I can do
is search my own room,
my own skin, screaming
for you to show yourself, the white
thigh of your lost soul.
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Upper and Lower Worlds
The difference is slight.
There are scratches
at the door.
Some animal scurries off
as you turn,
and it’s gone to hide
just out of view, but you
know it’s there waiting.
Turn around too often
and you get lost
in the browns,
the fine line between worlds
becomes sharp as glass,
loud as drums
beating against your heart.
Even if you play the game
of hide and find, you’ll never
get out now.
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The Fire of Battle
I’ll tell it straight
the only way I know how.
Fire bubbles up from heat,
it spreads like a rumor.
I’ll spell it out
for you like you’re stupid
and can’t get the point
of what’s going on here.
I’ll lay the cards flat,
into a row where all can
see the red and black faces
of their enemies.
Rumors are stupid
if they bubble up from heat
and point to the cards
that are only showing.
Most of the time,
I’m face down in thought,
blinded by rumors,
running from the fire
of battle chasing me.
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Big Bang
Let’s name him Adam,
and from him
in all directions—
whatever hits the fan.
Jupiter makes Pluto
look like a boulder.
I’ve always wondered
how an explosion
like the Big Bang created
Black Holes
that are imploding
within the exploding
universe.
Something’s not right
with this theory,
and now they’re telling
us that physics
is different out there.
And here I sit
inside my dream
of self importance
trying to figure out
what my life means
in reference to Adam,
and how his seed
exploded into this
smaller universe,
how I exploded
into living, how
my mind’s like
a Black Hole
all these thoughts
are getting sucked into.
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Storm
Like an angel sweeping down
from thirty-thousand feet,
the creative urge
dive-bombs the mind
as though it has a purpose.
Scratching around the inside
of the eyes never helps
ease the pain of memory
that is stuck to mirrors.
A one-winged angel
drops into the field
of ideas and flattens
the stalks of grain
as though tamping
the ground around
a newly planted tree
that doesn’t yet know
if it wants to live or die.
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Mankind
The demons are part of the living.
Contrast wakens the spirit.
It only appears that we know what we’re doing.
With enough distance, we look random.
For all the holy texts, there are no promises that have been kept.
If we knew what we were doing, we’d just do it.
Snow can whiten the air we breathe.
Sound can limit our perceptions.
When the bell rings, we become like dogs.
Let us not forget about those demons.
We have stolen the dark coat.
The sun forgets to hand over the good luck.
Mankind actually believes that it rules.
Why would anyone wish to tell the truth?
Happiness hears its own words and nothing else.
We hardly listen deeply at all anymore.
This existence started with fear for our lives.
We’ve finally backed ourselves into a corner.
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Newly Released Novel by Terry Persun

$8

Set against the turmoil of post Civil War America, Sweet Song tells a tender, raw and provocative story of Leon, the mixed race son of a white
landowner and a black house servant. Leon,
who is raised black but an outcast from both
cultures, finds himself suddenly on his own-and passing for white.
Searching for his place in the dynamic, violent
world of 19th century Pennsylvania, he encounters a gang of dispossessed thieves, mill workers, saloonkeepers, musicians, businessmen,
thugs, freedom loving idealists and malevolent
racists -- a vivid panorama from America’s multifarious past. He endures hardship and makes
passionate connections, all the while wrestling
with his divided heritage in a world where honesty, even with his friends, might prove fatal.
This archetypal American story of self-discovery will stay with the reader for a very long
time.
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